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YOU CAN’T
BEAT TRADITION

Boxing ring - IBA approved
Quick and easy to set up, the 307 x 307 inches IBA competition boxing ring
quickly turns a simple training hall into a martial arts arena. The plug-in system
made of solid steel tubes is color-coded, making assembly and dismantling
much easier. As soon as the basic structure is in place, the 3-layer floor is laid.
The cushioning foam layer follows the wooden base plates before both the
ring and side surfaces are covered with the durable canvas cover. After the
ring ropes have been aligned using the rope tensioners and the enclosed rope
separators, the boxing ring is “ready to rumble” with the red and blue corner
pads and the two white corners attached. Our boxing ring includes steps.
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✓

area 307 x 307 inches

✓

plug-in system made of colored steel tubes

✓

3-layer ring base

✓

side cover

✓

ring pads in red, blue, and white

ROUND

3

1984 – the beginning
During the Olympic boxing tournament in Los Angeles the World Amateur Boxing
Association "AIBA" agreed to cooperate with Georg F. Brückner (TOP TEN) and the
Technical University (TU) of Berlin. From this point on Georg Brückner's in many years
of experiences acquired knowledge in the material sector of glove and head guard
production should be used for a worldwide universal safety program.

BEST

Headguards
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FIRST

SINGLE MOLD GLOVE

FULL SUPPLIER
FOR YOUR NEEDS

IBA BOXING GLOVES
Well-thought-out down to the last seam, the IBA-labelled head protection from
TOP TEN. The protector sits perfectly on the head with its anatomically tailored
fit and sizing. It can be individually adapted to its wearer using the hook and
loop system. The cut-out in the face of the IBA headgear guarantees a clear
view both forwards and downwards. You always have your opponent in mind,

but you can also correct your footwork.
✓

protective function scientifically tested

✓

high-quality genuine leather cover

✓

fixed thumb

✓

hook and loop closure

✓

color choice red or blue

✓

competition weights 10 oz and 12 oz

TOP TEN invented and presented
World’s first single mold boxing gloves
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1992

IBA HEADGUARD
Well-thought-out down to the last seam, the IBA-labelled head
protection from TOP TEN. The protector sits perfectly on the head
with its anatomically tailored fit and sizing. It can be individually
adapted to its wearer using the hook and loop system. The cut-out
in the face of the IBA headgear guarantees a clear view both
forwards and downwards. You always have your opponent in mind,
but you can also correct your footwork. The cover is made of
genuine leather on the outside, and the sweat-absorbing material
on the inside has a core made of high-damping EVA foam.
✓

competition admission with the IBA label

✓

EVA foam core

✓

protected ear area

✓

individual adjustment with hook and loop system

✓

size selection
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IBA TANK TOP
The “IBA” tank top for boxing is light and loose. Made from
performance-optimized polyester fibers, the sports shirt impresses
with ingenious properties. Breathability and a quick drying time are

just as important as simple care requirements. Thanks to the
reinforced edges on the armholes and neck, the “IBA” tank top
keeps its shape and will accompany you for a long time at your
competitions. Available in the competition colors red and blue, the
TOP TEN shirt corresponds to the official regulations of the
International Boxing Association.
✓

lightweight polyester material

✓

breathable

✓

movement-friendly cut

✓

IBA approved
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IBA SHORTS
The functional shorts “IBA” from TOP TEN comply with the

regulations of the International Boxing Association and are therefore
officially recognized competition pants. The shorts are only available
in the two competition colors, red and blue. The sports shorts owe
their perfect fit to the hips to the wide elastic waistband with an
internal drawstring. Thanks to the integrated mesh strips on the side,
the “IBA” is a flyweight with a perfect ventilation system. Round after
round, the TOP TEN “IBA” shorts protect your skin from annoying
irritation caused by sweat or friction.
✓

lightweight, functional fabric

✓

integrated mesh strips

✓

elastic waistband with drawstring

✓

IBA approved

Hand-Wraps
elastic boxing
bandage
Slightly wrapped around the finger - these are our elastic bandages from TOP TEN. In 6 different colors and 3

✓

5 cm wide

✓

3 different lengths

bandages to protect your hands. Depending on the size of your hand, you should pay attention to the right length

✓

thumb loop

and the right tension. The application of the TOP TEN elastic bandages is child's play thanks to a thumb loop and

✓

hook and loop closure

different lengths (250 / 350 / 450 cm), the approximately 5 cm wide bandages with thumb loop can be easily put
on. Whether boxing, kickboxing, Muaythai or Taekwon-Do - in numerous martial arts you should definitely create

a strong hook and loop fastener.
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Boxing Boots
Where mobility and speed are in the foreground, TOP TEN
boxing shoes are used. The sports boots are the ideal mix of
functionality and design. The perfect fit of the shoes nestles
pressure-free on the foot and so they can also be easily worn
barefoot. The additional hook and look fastener you can make
an individual adjustment at any time. Decisive for the wearing
comfort of the half-high shoes is the lightweight, breathable
mesh material. The anti-slip sole gives you great traction on
the mat and helps you to a more powerful appearance.
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✓

slip-resistant sole

✓

high stability

✓

perfect foot climate

✓

narrow toe cap

SAFETY IS OUR SUCCESS
Budoland Sportartikel Vertriebs GmbH
Am Griessenbach 8
83126 Flintsbach
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 8034 / 909900
Fax: +49 (0) 8034 - 9099011
Mail: info@budoland.com
Instagram: topten_martial_arts
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